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This invention relates to 
provements in well tools, 
One object of the invention is to provide an 

improved well tool which is adapted to be lowered 
into position within a well bore and oriented into 
a predetermined known angle or position relative 
to the low side of the hole; the tool being adapted 
for use in properly locating a wall hook, or other 
device in the bore and being particularly useful 
in controlled or directional drilling operations. . . 
The invention will be described herein as com 

new and useful im 

10 

valve is automatically actuated to permit circu 
lation of the fluid through the drill bit and also 
to the deflecting and locking means to retract 
the same. 
A further object of the invention is to provide 

an improved, tool of the character described, 
wherein a gravity controlled actuating means 
is adapted to be moved into engagement with 
the suspended drill bit to cause a deflection of 
said bit in a predetermined known direction, said 
gravity controlled means being readily adjust bined with a drill bit assembly but it is not to 

be limited to such combination for it will be 
apparent that the tool may be employed with 
other devices for locating the same within the well 
bore. 
An important object of the invention is to pro 

is 

able to cause deflection of the bit in any desired 
direction. 1. 

The construction designed to carry out the in 
vention will be hereinafter described together 

" with other features of the invention. 
vide an improved well tool wherein a well device 
is arranged to be positively swung or off-set in a 
predetermined known direction after the tool has 
been lowered into the well bore, whereby accurate 

The invention will be more readily understood 
from a reading of the following specification and 
by reference to the accompanying drawings, as 

90 

orientation of the device without the necessity, . 
of rotating said tool and device may be accom 
plished to permit subsequent well operations. . . . 
Aparticular object of the invention is to provide 

an improved well tool wherein an element or 
925 

device is suspended from the body of the tool so 
- as to be capable of deflection in any direction, 
together with hydraulically actuated means for 
engaging and deflecting said element in a pre 
determined known direction; said means not only 

30 

acting to initially deflect the element but also 
functioning to lock said element in its deflected 
position, whereby the element is properly oriented 
within the well bore and subsequent operations 
may be immediately commenced. 
Another object of the invention is to provide 

is 

bore, 

taken on the line 4-4 of Figure2, 

an example of 
in 

Figure 1 is an elevation of a deflecting tool, 
constructed in accordance with the invention, 
and illustrating the tool lowered within a well 

the invention is shown, and where 

Figure 2 is an enlarged, transverse, vertical, 
sectional view of the deflecting tool with the 
hydraulic deflecting and locking means in a re 
tracted position, 

Figure 3 is an enlarged transverse, vertical 
sectional view of the deflecting and locking 
means in engagement with the upper end drill 
bit, said bit being in its deflected position, 
Figure 4 is a horizontal, cross-sectional view, 

Figure 5 is a transverse vertical, sectional view 
of the valve arrangement, with the parts in posi 

an improved well deflecting tool which is so con 
structed that the hydraulically, actuated means 
for accomplishing deflection of the bit assembly. 
may be operated by the pressure of the drilling 
fluid which ... normally circulated downwardly 

60 

through the drill pipe and around the bit during 
the drilling operation, whereby the necessity of 
providing a separate or auxiliary conductor for 
actuating said hydraulic means is eliminated. 

Still another object of the invention is to pro 

45 

tion during actual drilling and following retrac 
tion of the deflecting and locking means, - 

Figure 6 is a horizontal, cross-sectional view, 
taken on the line 6-6 of Figure2, 

Figure is a horizontal, cross-sectional view, 
taken on the line - of Figure2, 

Figure 8 is a detail of the actuating shoe, 
Figure 9 is an enlarged, transverse, sectional 

view of a modified form of the invention, 
vide an improved valve arrangement for con 
trolling the flow of fluid pumped downwardly 
through the drill stem to the tool, whereby said 
fiuld may be directed to the hydraulically oper 
ated deflecting snd locking means to deflect and 
lock the bit in a predetermined position; the ar 
rangement being suchi that after the bit has been - 
properly oriented and actual drilling started, the 

* 3 y 
1. - 

55 

Figure 10 is a horizontal cross-sectional view, taken on the line 0-foof Figure 9, and 
Figure 11 is a view, similar to Figure 4, of still 

another form of the invention. . . 
In the drawings, the numeral to designates 

the usual rotatable drill pipe or stem which has 
an elongate coupling sleeve threaded onto its 
lower end. The drill stem is adapted to be low 
ered through the well bore w and has the in 



proved deflecting tool T connected to its lower 
end by means of the coupling sleeve ff. . The 
deflecting tool includes a main body or housing 
2 which is connected to a pilot bit assembly 3 
by means of a ball and socket connection 4 and, 
manifestly, the pilot bit assembly is free to swing 
with relation to the longitudinal axis of the 
housing 2 and drill stem O. 

- The assembly 3 includes a pilot bit 5 having 
radially extending cutting blades 5a formed on 
its outer surface. The body of the bit is prefer 
ably bored and is formed with the usual fluid 
circulating passages 6 which have their lower 
ends terminating adjacent the cutting blades 5a. 
The bit 5 is connected to the lower end of an 
elongate, tubular stem and the upper end of 
this stem is threaded into the body (8 of a main 
cutting bit or reamer. The reamer includes ver 
tically extending cutting blades f9 which project 
radially outwardly from the body of said reamer 
a desired distance so that upon rotation of said 
blades within the formation, a bore of the desired 
diameter is drilled. A tubular shank 20 has its 

10 

5 
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ment within its socket 24. Thus, the pilot bit assembly 8 may undergo a swinging movement 
with relation to the socket element 25 but upon 
a rotation of said socket element, a similar rota 
tion is imparted to the pilot bit assembly through 
the co-action of the connecting pins 30 and the 
recesses 22. p : . . . 
The tubular body or housing 2 of the deflect 

ing tool has its lower end threaded onto the upper 
end of the socket element 25 and said housing. 
extends upwardly from said element. The ex 
treme upper end of the bore of the housing 2 
is reduced as shown at 33 and the coupling 
sleeve which connects the drill stem to with 
the housing slidably extends through this re 
duced portion, whereby the lower portion of said 
sleeve is disposed within the upper end of, the housing. For rotatably connecting the sleeve 
to the housing 2, while permitting a limiting 

20 sliding movement of said sleeve relative to the 
housing, said sleeve is formed with a plurality 

lower end threaded into the body of the reamer , 
8 and a ball 2i is preferably formed integral 25 
with the upper end of this shank. It is prefer 
able that the shank have a general tapered, ex 
ternal surface, being slightly reduced toward its 
upper end" and immediately below the ball. 2. 
An elongate. passage or bore. 22 extends through 
the shank 20 and through the ball, 2 and the 
upper end of this passage or bore is flared oute 
wardly to provide an amplified inclined or bey 
elled seating surface 23. Since the shank 20 is 
directly threaded into the body 8 of the reamer, 
it will be obvious that the passage 22 through 

- said shank and through the ball establishes com 
munication between the area above the ball and 
the pilot bit assembly. 
The ball 2, which is provided at the upper end 

of the shank 20, fits or engages within a ball 
socket 24 which is formed within a socket elee 

30 

35 

of vertical key-ways 34 in its lower portion. Each 
key-way 34 is adapted to receive an elongate, 
vertically extending key 35 which is suitably se 
cured within ani opening 36 provided in the upper 
end of the housing 2. It is noted that the keys 
35 may, it desired, be made integral with the wall 
of said housing. Manifestly, with this arrange 
ment, the coupling sleeve may undergo a lim 
ited longitudinal movement with relation to the 
housing 2 but a rotation of the sleeve will impart 
a similar rotation to the housing through the 
co-action of the key-ways 34 with the keys 35. w 
From the above it will be seen that the drill 

stem to has a direct connection with the housing 
2 through the sleeve if and any rotation of the 
stem will rotate said housing. The lower end of 
the housing, being threaded onto the socket ele 

40 

ment 25 and the ball is retained within said, 
socket by means of a flanged collar 26 which is 

, threaded into the lower end of the socket ele 
ment 25. The bore 27 of the retaining collar 26 
is flared or tapered complementary to the tapered 
external surface of the shank 20 and this bore. 
co-acts with the shank to limit the swinging 
movement of the pilot bit assembly 8, with rela 
tion to the socket element 25. A suitable pack 
ing ring 28 may be interposed between the socket 
24 and the upper portion of the outer surface of 
the ball 2 and this ring may be exposed to the 
pressure surrounding the ball and socket, where 

45 

ment 25, will impart a rotation to said socket 
element and the pin and recess connection be 
tween said element 25 and the ball 2 will result 
in a rotation of the pilot bit assembly 8. The 
socket element 25 is formed with an axial bore 
37 which extends upwardly from the socket 28 
and the upper end of this bore is enlarged and 
threaded to receive the lower end of an elongate 
cylinder 38. As is clearly shown in Figure 2, the 
cylinder 38 is concentric to the housing A2 and 

50 
is of a smaller diameter than the bore of said housing, whereby an annular space or passage 
39 is formed between said cylinder and the wall 
of the housing. The extreme lower end of the 
cylinder 38 is provided with inclined ports: 60 
which establish a communication between the 

by such pressure will urge the ring into a tighter . 
sealing engagement. The socket element 25 
within which the ball 2 is mounted is axially 
alined within the well bore W by means of radi -ally extending cutting blades 29 which extend 
vertically on the outer surface of said element. , 

For rotatably" connecting the socket element 
25 with the ball 2 so that a rotation of the elee 
ment will impart rotation to the ball and thus 
to the pilot bit assembly 3, said element is pro 

annular passage 39 and the interlor of the cyl 
inder at its lower end. . . . . The upper end of the cylinder 38 is closed by 
a flanged head or cap f which is threaded into 

60 

65 
vided with a plurality of inwardly extending pins . 
30 which are suitably secured within the body of 
the element. A bearing collar 3 is mounted on 
theinwardly projecting end of each pin and each 
collar. is disposed within a vertical recess 32 

the upper end of the cylinder. The flange 62 
of the head has an external diameter substan 
tially equal to the diameter of the housing bore 
and this flange has an annular packing element 
or ring 3 mounted therein to provide a seal be 
tween the cap and the housing, whereby the . 
upper end of the annular passage 39 is sealed 
or packed off. The upper end of the cap or head 
4 is formed with an axial bore 44 which extends 

- downwardly from the top of the head. The 
70 

which is formed in the external surface of the 
ball 2 above the retaining collar. 26. The re 

lower end of the bore 44 communicates with the annular passage 39 through a plurality of radi 
ally extending, inclined ports 45 which are 

... formed in the head and which are open to the 
cesses 32 are of a sufficient length with relation 
to the diameter of the collars 3 to permit the 

-1 
alia to undergo a rotative or swinging move 75 

extreme upper end of the annular passage 39. 
Communication between the housing 42 above . 
the head or cap, 4 and the interior of the cylin 
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der 38 is established through a plurality of ver 
tical passages 46 which are drilled through said 
head and which are located between the radial, 
ports 45, as is clearly evident from Figures 2 
and 3. - . . . . 
A tubular valve stem 47 has its lower end 

threaded into the axial bore 44 of the closure' 
head or cap 4 and this stem extends upwardly 
above said head and into the lower, enlarged 
end of the bore Aa of the coupling sleeve . 

cation with the annular passage 39 between the 
cylinder 38 and the housing 2, such communica 
ion being through the inclined ports 45 which 
are formed in the head 4 . A plurality of open 
ings 48 are provided in the upper end of the 
tubular stem 47 and establish communication 
between the bore of said said stem and the ex 
terior thereof. A valve sleeve 49 is threaded into 
the lower end of the borea of the coupling 
and this sleeve surrounds the valve stem, 47. 

5 passed around the cylinder 38. 

15 surface 57. The piston 52 is normally held in a 
raised position within the cylinder, as shown in 

ports (6 in the pilot bit is. Thus, with the yaye 
in the position shown in Figure 5, a normal cir 
culation of drilling fluid downwardly to the pilot 
bit may be accomplished, such fluid being by 

A tubular or hollow piston 52 is reciprocable 
within the bore 38a of the cylinder: 38. The piston has its upper end closed by a flanged cap 
53 which is threaded therein and the outer pe 

10 riphery of the cap carries a suitable packing ring This tubular stem has its lower end in communi 54 which has a sealing engagement with the coun 
terbore 55 of the cylinder 38. The lower end of 
the piston is closed by a plug 56 which has its 
lower portion formed with a bevelled or inclined 

Figure 2, by a coiled spring 58 which is confined 
between the flange of the cap S3 and an internal 
shoulder 59 which is formed within the cylinder. 

20 by the counterbore 55. When the valve stem 47 
The lower portion of the sleeve 49 has a packing . 
element 50 mounted within its bore and when 
the coupling sleeve is in a raised position, as 
shown in Figure 2, the packing element 50 over 
lies the openings 48 in the tubular valve stem to 
close said openings. When the coupling it is 
moved downwardly with relation to the housing 
2, such movement being pe 
connection between said sleeve and housing, the 
valve sleeve A9 is moved downwardly on the valve 
stem so as to uncover the openings 48; at the 
same time, the lower end of the packing element 
59 engages the upper, end of the head or cap 4, 
as shown in Figure 5, to overlie and close the 
vertical passages 46 in said head and thereby 
cut off communication to the upper end of the 
cylinder 38. Immediately above the packing ele 
ment 50, the valve sleeve 49 is provided with a 
plurality of radial ports or openings 5 - which 
establish a communication between the bore la 
of the coupling and the upper end of the hous 
ing 2 above the head 41. A suitable packing cup 
5 a may be secured to the underside of the cou 
pling so as to seal off between said coupling 
and the bore of the housing 2 and prevent the 
escape of a fluid from within the housing out 
wardly through the key slots 34. . . . 
The tubular valve stem 4f and the valve sleeve 

49 which co-acts therewith provides an efficient 
means for controlling the flow of fluid which is 
circulated downwardly through the drill stem (0. 
When the parts are in the position shown in 
Figure 2, the fluid flowing downwardly through 
the drill stem will pass outwardly through the 
ports5 in the valve sleeve 49 and then down 
wardly through the vertical passages 46 in the 
head to the interior of the cylinder 38. When 

and its co-acting valve sleeve 49 are in the posi 
tions shown in Figure 2, a fluid pressure from the 
drill stem may pass downwardly into the upper 
end of the housing above the head 48 and then 

25 downwardly through the vertical passages 46 into 

rmitted by the key. 

the upper end of the cylinder 38, whereby the 
tubular piston 52 is moved downwardly within 
the cylinder. Upon a release of pressure from 
above the piston 52, the spring 58 will raise said 

30 piston upwardly to its original position (Figure 2), 
any pressure above said piston escaping through 
bleeder ports 60 which are formed in the upper 
end of the cylinder 38 below the head 4. 
A gravity controlled actuating means is carried as by the piston 52 and this meansis clearly shown in 

the purpose of deflecting the pilot bit assembly 3 
in a predetermined direction within the wellbore 
and includes a shaft 6 which extends axially, 

40 through the tubular piston 52. The upper end of 

Figure 3. The actuating, means is provided for 

the shaft is rotatably mounted in bearings 62 
which are mounted within the cap 53, while the 
lower end of the shaft extends outwardly to an 
opening 63 formed in the plug 66 which closes 

45 the lower end of the piston. The lower portion 

freely rotatable within the interior of the piston 

of the shaft 6 f is mounted within ball bearings 
62a which are suitably supported within the plug 
56 and, thus, it will be seen that the shaft 6 is 

60 52. A weight 64, which is arcuate in cross-section (Figure 4) is permanently secured on the shaft 
6 and, obviously, will tend to fall to the low side 

the coupling, and drill stem to have been moved 
60 shaft by means of a set screw-67 or by some other downwardly with relation to the housing 2 so 

that the valve sleeve 49 is moved downwardly , 
on the valve stem 47, as shown in Figure 5, a flow 
through the vertical passages 46 in the head 4 
and to the cylinder 38 is shut off. However, the 
downward movement of the valve sleeve relative 
to the stem has uncovered the radial openings 
in the upper portion of said stem, whereby fluid 
from the drill pipe O may pass downwardly into 
the tubular stem 47 and then through the in 
clined ports 45 in the head 4 to the annular 
passage, the fluid flows through the inclined ports. . 
to in the lower end of the cylinder and then downwardly through the shank 20, tubularet 

of the well bore when the device is lowered there 
in. Therefore, the weight will tend to rotate the 

6s shaft 6 to a predetermined position with rela 

An actuating element E is mounted on the lower 
projecting end of the rotatable shaft B and 
includes a collar'. 66 which is fastened to the 

tion to the low side of said well bore. 

adjustable means. A radially extending, flexible 
arm 68 which is made of rubber or other-yieldable 
material, extends outwardly from the collar 66 
and has a bearing shoe 69 secured to its outer 

05 end. The bearing shoe 69 is constructed of a 

ca 

, relatively light material, such as aluminum, and 
disposed at an angle from the horizontally ex 
tending arm 68, such angle being substantially 

- complementary to the incline or bevel, of the 
To seating surface 23 at the upper end of the ball 2. 

'passage 3s within the housing 2. From this | The interior of the piston 52 contains a suitable 
dampening fluid or liquid and in order to equalize 
the pressure interiorly and exteriorly of said pis 
ton an annular packing element 70 is mounted 

, so ind finally out through the circulating 7 within the plus 56 (Figure 3). The interior of 



ball 2. 

4. 
the packing element TI is exposed to the liquid 
within the interior of the piston 52 through ports 

l, while the exterior of said element is exposed . 
to the pressure of the fluid within-the entire tool 
through inclined passages 72. The annular ele 
ment 70 provides a compensating means whereby 
the pressure within the piston and outside of 
said piston may be equalized. 
The bearing shoe is secured to the shaft 6f 

in a predetermined position with respect to the 
weight 64, which is also fastened on said shaft 
and when the piston is in a raised position, as 
shown in Figure 2, the shoe 69 is spaced a slight 
distance from the lower end of the piston, as is 
clearly shown in Figure 2. As the device is low 
ered into the well bore, it will be obvious that the 
weight 64 will find the low side of said bore and 
will rotate the shoe 69 to a predetermined posi 
tion relative to the low side of said well bore. 
8ince the shoe is of a relatively light material, it 
will not interfere with or effect the rotation of 
the shaft 6, as controlled by the weight. When a 
fluid pressure is admitted to the upper end of 
the cylinder, the piston 2 is moved downwardly, 
whereby the bearing shoe 69 is engaged with the 
inclined seating surface 23 of the ball 2. A con 
tinued downward movement of the piston will. 
clamp the shoe is between the surface 23 of the 
ball2t and the inclined surface 57 of the lowerend of the piston, such clamping being made possible 
by the flexible arm 8 which supports the shoe 69. 
The provision of the flexible or yieldable arm 68 . . 

5 

10 

5 
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also prevents the transmission of any strain to 
the shaft , whereby any danger of said shaft. 
being bent or broken is obviated. After such 
position is reached a continued pressure on the 
piston 2 will result in a deflection of the pilot 
bit assembly, such deflection being in a direction 

35 

180° opposite the point of contact of the shoe 6s the bottom of the well bore. The weight of the with the bala. Byproperly positioning these 
on the shaft with respect to the weight 64, 

it will be obvious that deflection of the pilot bit 
assembly in a 
plished. . . . * 

In the operation of the device, the bearing 
shoe 9 is fastened on the rotatable shaft 6 in 
a predetermined, known position with relation 
to the weight 4. For example, the shoe might 
be disposed in vertical alinement with the weight 

l, in which case said shoe would be moved to a 

desired direction may be accom 

well bore when the device was lowered into said 
bore. As illustrated, the shoe 69 is shown in a 
position offset a number of degrees from the 
position of the weight 4. 
The device is lowered downwardly into the . . 

2,876,818 
bit 5 engaging the low side of said bore; how 
ever, said bit might be in any other position at 
this time. 

After lowering of the tool is completed, a pres 
Sure fluid is pumped downwardly through the 
drill stem and such pressure will flow down 
wardly through the bore a of the coupling 
and then through the ports or openings 5 in 
the valve sleeve 49. This pressure fluid will thea 
pass downwardly through the vertical paSSageS 
46 in the closure head and into the upper end 
of the cylinder 38 above the piston 52, whereby 
said piston will be moved downwardly against 
the pressure of the spring 58. Upon downward 
movement of the piston, any pressure below said 
piston can readily escape. either through the 
ports do in the cylinder wall or through the bore 
22 of the shank 20 and then downwardly through 
the bore of the drill bit assembly. As explained, 
the weight 64 will have swung to the low side 
of the hole, whereby the shoe 69 is located in a 
predetermined position with relation to the low 
side of the bore. As the piston 52 is moved 
downwardly by the application of pressure there 
to, the shoe 69 is moved into engagement with 
the seating surface 23 of the ball 2 and said 
shoe will be clamped between this seating Sur 
face and the inclined lower end 57 of the pis 
ton. A continued downward movement of the 
piston causes a downward pressure on the seat 
ing surface 23 at its point of contact with the 
shoe 69, whereby the ball 2 is rotated within 
its socket and the entire pilot bit assembly de 
flected or swung into a predetermined or known 
position, as controlled by the initial setting of 
the bearing shoe 69. 

After the bit assembly is has been deflected 
in the manner above described, the entire as 
sembly is lowered so that the bit is engages 
drill stem is then placed upon the deflecting tool 
and such lowering of the drill stem causes the 
coupling sleeve to move downwardly with re 
lation to the housing 2, such downward move 

is ment being permitted by the key connection be 
tween the housing and the sleeve. Downward 
movement of the coupling it with relation to the 

well bore by means of the drill stem O in the 
usual manner. During such lowering, the hous 
ing 2 is maintained in substantial axial aline- - 
ment with the well bore by means of the blades 
29 which are formed on the exterior surface of 
the Socket element 25, the outer edges of said 
blades engaging and riding upon the wall of the 
well bore W. During lowering of the device, 
the piston 52 within the cylinder 38 is held in 
its raised position by the coiled spring 58 and 
in such position, the bearing shoe 69 is spaced 
upwardly above the seating surface 23 of the 

Due to the ball and socket connection, 
the pilot bit assembly f is free to swing with 
relation to the housing 2 and, manifestly, said 
'assembly will swing in a direction toward the 
low side of the well bore. Thus, when the lower 

0 

65 

end of the bore is reached, it is probable that. . 

1. 

- 50 

position in alinement with the low side of the 

housing 2 continues until the parts assume the 
position shown in Figure 5, at which time the 
packing element 50 of the valve sleeve 49 secured 
to the lower end of the coupling strikes the 
top of the closure head 4. When this occurs, 
the packing element 50 overlies the vertical pas 
sages 46 in the head and shuts off the com 
munication with the upper end of the cylinder 
38 above the piston 52. The downward move 
ment of the coupling with relation to the 
housing 2 causes the valve sleeve 49, which is 
carried by said coupling, to move downwardly on 
the tubular valve stem, 47, whereby the packing 
element 50 of said sleeve which normally closes 
the ports or openings 48 in the stem 47 is moved 
downwardly below said openings so as to uncover 
the same. When the ports or openings 48 are . 
uncovered, the fluid from the drill stem may pass 
downwardly through the openings 48, through 
the stem 47, ports 45 and then downwardly into 
the annular passage 39 between the cylinder 38 
and the housing 2. This fluid then flows down 
Wardly thirough the annular space and through 
the inclined ports 40 in the lower end of the 
cylinder 38, from where said fluid passes through 
the bore 22 of the ball 2 and shank 20. From 
the shank the fluid may pass through the tubul 

the pilot bit assembly is in a position with the 7s lar stem 13 and then outwardly through the 
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circulating passages 6 of the pilot bit 5 in the 
usual manner. w 

. The pressure fluid which is cireulated down 
wardly to the pilot bit 5 also passes into the 
lower end of the cylinder 38, through the ports 
40 and recesses 4.0a provided in the external 
surface of the piston to equalize pressures across 
the piston 52, whereby the spring 58 will act to 
cause the piston to move upwardly to its original 
position (Figure 2), such upward movement 
being permitted by the equalizing or bleeder 
ports 60 which permit any pressure within the 
upper end of the cylinder to pass into the an 
nular flow passage or space 39. - 
As soon as the weight of the drill stem is im 

posed upon the deflecting tool to cause the valve 
mechanism which controls the flow of fluid to be 
shut off from the upper end of the piston and 
to be conducted to the pilot bit 5, the drill stem 
is rotated and such rotation is imparted through 
the coupling f, housing f2, ball and socket f4 

5. 

5 
end of the shaft 6 . . A collar 80, which is Secured 
on the lower end of the shaft 6, by means of a 
set screw 8 is connected to the block 78 by means 
of a flexible or yieldable connecting member 82. 
As is clearly shown in Figure 9, the collar 80 
is disposed within the slot 79 of the block 78. , 

0. 

5 

The underside of the block 8 is formed with an 
inclined surface 83 at its central portion and 
this inclined surface is adapted to co-act with 
the inclined or bevelled upper end 74 of the ex 
tension 73. 
The operation of this form is obvious. The 

extension T3, as well as the entire pilot bit as 
sembly is maintained axially allined with the 
housing 12 by means of the flexible collar 76. 

. Thus, the upper end of the extension is disposed 
below the inclined surface 83 of the blocke. By 
disposing the block 8 in a predetermined known 
position with relation to the weight 64 of the 

20 

and to the pilot bit assembly 3, whereby said. 
bit is rotated to perform the drilling operation. 
From the foregoing, it will be obvious that the 

pilot bit assembly f3 is at all times free to Swing 
with relation to the body or housing 2. The 
housing is maintained in substantial alinement 
with the well bore by means of the cutter blades 
29. The gravity controlled actuation means 
which include the bearing shoe 69 is actuated 
solely by the weight 64. This weight will at all 
times fall or swing to the low side of the hole, 
whereby the shaft 6 f will be rotated thereby. By 
disposing the actuating shoe 69 in a predeter 
mined radial position with relation to the weight 
64, it will be manifest that said shoe may be dis 
posed in any desired position. In other words, 

25 

30 
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the shoe 69 may be oriented within the cylinder 
38. When the piston is actuated, the shoe is 
moved downwardly into engagement with the ball 
2 and will co-act therewith to swing the pilot 
bit assembly in a direction 180° opposite the 
point of contact between the shoe 69 and the ball 
2. In this manner an accurate control of the 
direction of deflection and accurate orientation 
of the bit 5 may be had. . 
In Figure 9, a slightly modified form of the 

invention is shown. In this form, the ball 2 
is provided with an upstanding extension T3, the 
upper end of which is bevelled or inclined as 
shown at 4. The bore 22 of the ball 2 and 
the shank. 20 communicates with the lower end 
of the cylinder 38 through, inclined ports 75 
which extend through the extension TS. Instead 
of the pilot bit assembly being being free to swing 
at all times, as in the case in Figures 1 to 8 
the shank 20 is maintained in substantial axial 
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position shown in dotted lines in Figure 11. 

shaft 6i, it will be manifest that upon a down 
ward movement of the piston, the inclined Star 
face 83 will co-act with the inclined surface 6 
of the extension to cause a deflection of the pilot 
bit assembly in a desired direction. 
In Figure 11, still another form of the inven 

tion is shown. The construction of theishank 20, 
ball 2 and extension 73 is substantially the 
same as that shown in Figure 8. However, in 
place of the piston 52 having the weight con 
trolled shaft 6 and the actuating block 8, the 
form shown in Figure 9 is provided with a piston 
52 which is normally urged to a raised position 
by a coil spring 58 confined within the cylinder 
38. The piston 52 has a plumb bob A60 mount 
ed therein, the upper end of said plumb bob 
being secured to the piston by a ball and socket 
connection. The lower end of the plumb-bob is 
provided with an actuating member of having 
its lower surface tapered at 02, such taper being 
complementary to the inclination T4 at the up 
per end of the extension 3. . . 
In the operation of this form, the plumb bob 

f00 will always swing to the low side of the hole 
and upon actuation or depression of the piston 
f52, the actuating member of on the lower end 
of said plumb bob will engage the upper end of 
the extension 73 to swing said extension to the 

it is known that the plumb bob will always swing. 
to the low side of the hole, it is obvious that the 
pilot bit assembly will be deflected in the same 
direction since the extension 73 at its upper end 
will be moved in a direction 180° opposite the 
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low side of the bore. In the form shown in Fig 
lure 11, there is no adjustment as to which direc 

.tion the pilot bit will be deflected since it must 
alinement with the housing 12 by means of a 
flexible collar 76 which surrounds said shank. 
This collar may be constructed of rubber, rubber 60 compound or other suitable material and is 
bonded to an annular coupling ring TT which is 
threaded into the loyer end of the retaining col 
lar 26. The flexible collar 76 normally and yield 
ably holds the shank 20, together with the ball 
2 and extension 73, which are preferably made 
integral therewith in substantial alinement with 
in the housing 2. - . 

lower end of the cylinder 38 and is adapted to 
be engaged by an actuating block 78 which block 
is substituted for the actuator E shown in the 
first form. As illustrated, the block. T8 is sub 
stantially circular and is formed with a radially 
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always be deflected in a direction toward the 
low side of the hole. However, in the form shown 
in Figures 1 to 10, an adjustment is possible 
and the deflecting tool may be oriented in any 
desired direction. In all instances, the deflect 
ing mechanism is operated by hydraulic fluid, 
which fluid may be the usual drilling fluid circu 
lated downwardly through the drill stem. - 

It is again pointed out that the invention re 
sides primarily in the knuckle joint and the im 
proved means of, orienting a device, which is ill 

- 8 lustrated as a drill bit assembly; obviously other The extension 73 projects upwardly into the well devices may be substituted for this assem 
E. and could be accurately oriented in the well. 
loore. . . . . . v : . 

The foregoing description of the invention is 
explanatory thereof and various changes in the 
“size, shape and materials, as well as in the details extending slot 79 into which projects the lower 75 of the illustrated construction may be made, 

Since 
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within the scope of the appended claims, with 
out departing from the spirit of the invention. 
What I claim and desire to secure by Letters 

Patentis: N 1. An Orienting apparatus for well devices in 
cluding, a body adapted to be connected to the 
lower end of a well pipe, a well device suspended 
from the body and capable of a limited universal 
movement relative thereto, means movable longi 
tudinally within the body relative to the well, 
device, a deflecting member carried by the mov 
able mesins and arranged to engage the well de 
vice at One radial point to effect deflection of 
said well device, whereby said device may be de 
flected without deflecting the body within which 
the movable means is mounted, and a . gravity 
actuated means connected with the deflecting 
member for orienting said member whereby the 
well device is deflected in a predetermined direc 
tion with respect to the oriented member. 

2. An Orienting apparatus for well tools in 
cluding, a body adapted to be connected to the 
lower end of a well pipe, an element suspended 
from the body and capable of a limited universal 
movement relative to said body, said element 
having means for connecting a well tool thereto, 
actuating means within the body normally spaced 
from the upper end of the element, orienting 
means associated with the actuating means for 
orienting said actuating means within the body, 
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the lower end of the body by means of a knuckle 
joint so that said assembly may undergo a limited 
universal movement relative to the body, an actu 
ator within the body adapted to engage and CO 
act with the upper. end of the drill bit assembly 
to cause deflection or inclination of said assem 
bly, hydraulic means within the body connected 
with the actuator for imparting movement there 

O 
to to operate the actuator and deflect the assen 
bly, means within the body for orienting the 
actuator within said body whereby when said 
actuator is operated the drill bit assembly is de 

actuate the same. . . 
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and hydraulic means for operating the actuating 
means to move the same into engagement with 
the element to deflect said element with relation 
to the body and thereby deflect the well tool con 
nected with said element, such deflection being 
in accordance with the position of the oriented 
actuator. . - - 
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3. An orienting apparatus for well devices in-r 
cluding, a body adapted to be connected to the 
lower end of a well pipe, a well device suspended 
from the body and capable of a limited universal 
movement relative thereto, actuating means 
within the body normally spaced from the upper 
end of the well device, hydraulic means for oper 
atting the actuating means to move the same into 
engagement with the device to deflect said device 
with relation to the body, and gravity controlled 
means associated with the actuating means for 
Orienting the actuating means within the body, 
whereby when said actuating means is operated, 
the well device is deflected in a predetermined 
known direction relative to said actuating means. 

4. An orienting apparatus for well tools in 
cluding, a tubular body adapted to be coupled to 
the lower end of a well pipe, an elongate element 
connected to the lower end of the body by means 
of a knuckle joint so that said element may un 
dergo a limited universal movement relative to 
the body, said element having means for connect 
ing a well tool therewith, an actuator within the 
body adapted to engage and co-act with the upper 
end of the element to cause deflection or inclina 
tion of said element and of the tool connected 
therewith, means associated with the actuator for 

4 orienting said actuator within the body, hydraulic 
means within the body connected with the actu 
ator for imparting movement thereto to operate 
the actuator and deflect the element in a direc 
tion in accordance with the position of the ori 
ented actuator, and means for conducting a pres-. 
sure fluid downwardly through the well pipe to 
the hydraulic means to actuate the same. 
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flected or inclined in a predetermined direction 
with respect to said oriented actuator, and means. 
for conducting a pressure fluid downwardly 
through the drill stem to the hydraulic means to 

6. A well bore deflecting tool including, a tubu 
lar body adapted to be coupled to the lower end 
of a drill stem, a drill bit assembly connected to 
the lower-end of the body by means of a knuckle 
joint so that said assembly may undergo a lim 
ited universal movement relative to the body, an 
actuator within the body adapted to engage and 
co-act with the upper end of the drill bit assem 
bly to cause defection or inclination of said as 
sembly, hydraulic means within the body con 
nected with the actuator for imparting movement 
thereto to operate the actuator and deflect the 
assembly, gravity controlled Eleans within the 
body for orienting the actuator, whereby when 
said actuator is operated by the hydraulic means 
the drill bit assembly is deflected or inclined in a 
predetermined direction with respect to the grav 
ity controlled means, and means for conducting a 
pressure fluid downwardly through the drill stem 
to the hydraulic means to actuate the same. 

7. A well bore deflecting tool including, a tubu 
lar body, adapted to be coupled to the lower end 
of a drill stem, a drill bit assembly connected to 
the lower end of the body by means of a knuckle 
joint so that said assembly may undergo a lim 
ited universal movement relative to the body, an 
actuator within the body adapted to engage and 
co-act with the upper end of the drill bit, assem 
bly to cause deflection or inclination of said as 
sembly, hydraulic means within the body con 
nected with the actuator for imparting movement 
thereto to operate the actuator and deflect the 
assembly, said tool having a flow passage estab 
lishing communication between the drill stem 
and the hydraulic means and also having a sec 
ond passage establishing communication between 
the drill stem and drill bit assembly, and valve 
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5. A well bore deflecting tool including, a tubu 
lar body adapted to be coupled to the lower end 
of a drill stem, a drill bit assembly connected to 

w 

means for controlling the flow through said pas 
sages, whereby pressure fluid from the drill stem 
may be first conducted to the hydraulic means 
to operate the actuator and thereby deflect or in 
cline the bit assembly after which said fluid may 
be directed to the drill bit assembly during the 
drilling operation. 

8. A well bore deflecting tool including, a tubu 
lar body adapted to be coupled to the lower end 
of a drill stem, a drill bit assembly connected to . 
the lower end of the body by means of a knuckle . 
joint so that said assembly may undergo a lim 
ited universal movement relative to the body, an 
actuator within the body adapted to engage and , 
co-act with the upper end of the drill bit assem 
bly to cause deflection or inclination of Said as 
sembly, hydraulic means within the body, con 
nected with the actuator for imparting move 
ment thereto to operate the actuator and deflect 
the assembly, said tool having a flow passage 
establishing communication between the drill 
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stem and the hydraulic means and also having 
a second passage establishing communication be 
tween the drill stem and drill bit assembly, valve 
means for controlling the flow through said pas 
sages, whereby pressure fluid from the drill stem 5 
may be first conducted to the hydraulic means 
to operate the actuator and thereby deflect or 
incline the bit assembly after which said fluid 
may be directed to the drill bit assembly during 
the drilling operation, and fmeans for controlling 
the valve by the imposition of the weight of the 
drill stem on the tool. 

9. A well bore deflecting tool including, a tubu 
lar body adapted to be coupled to the lower end 
of a drill stem, a drill bit assembly connected to 15 
the lower end of the body by means of a knuckle 
joint so that said assembly is capable of a swing 
ing movement relative to the body, a rotatable 
shaft within the body, an actuator mounted on 
said shaft, a weight secured eccentrically to the 
shaft so as to cause rotation of said shaft and 
actuator to a predetermined position relative to 
the low-side of the Well bore, and means for mov 
ing the actuator into engagement with the upper 
end of the assembly to cause a deflection or in- 25 
clination of the assembly relative to the body and 
in a direction in accordance with the point of 
contact between the actuator and said assembly, 
whereby the assembly is deflected in a predeter 
mined direction. - 30 

10. A well bore deflecting tool including, a tubu 
lar body adapted to be coupled to the lower end 
of a drill stem, a drill bit assembly connected to 
the lower end of the body by means of a knuckle 
joint so that said assembly is capable of a swing- : 
ing movement relative to the body, a rotatable 
shaft within the body, an actuator mounted on 
said shaft, a weight secured eccentrically to the 
shaft so as to cause rotation of said shaft and 
actuator to a predetermined position relative to 
the low side of the well bore, and a hydraulically 
operated piston secured to the shaft and actuator 
for moving the actuator into engagement with the 
upper end of the assembly to cause a deflection 
or inclination of the assembly relative to the body 45 

... and in a direction in accordance with the point of 
contact between the actuator and said assembly, 
whereby the assembly is deflected in a predeter 
mined direction. 

11. The combination with a drill stem, of a 50 
deflecting tool rotatably and slidably connected 
to the stem so as to be capable of a limited slid 
ing movement relative thereto, said tool includ-.' 
ing, a body, a drill bit assembly swingably con 
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nected to the body, an hydraulically operated 55 
actuator within the body arranged to co-act with 
the assembly to deflect the same, means for ori 
enting the actuator so that said actuator will de 
flect the assembly in a known direction, means . 
in the body for conducting pressure fluid from 60 
the drill stem to the drill bit assembly and to the 
hydraulically operated actuator, and valve means 
operated by the relative movement of the drill 
stem and body for controlling the flow of fluid. 
through the body to these parts. , , 65 

7. 
12. A well bore deflecting tool including, a body 

adapted to be connected to the lower end of a 
drill pipe, a drill bit assembly suspended from the 
body and capable of a limited universal move 
ment relative thereto, the upper end of said as 
sembly extending into the body, a deflecting shoe 
within the body arranged to be moved down 
wardly into engagement with the upper end of 
the assembly to deflect the same, and gravity 
controlled means for orienting said shoe prior 
to its engagement with the assembly, whereby 
said assembly is deflected in a known direction 
relative to the oriented shoe. 

13. A well bore deflecting tool including, a body 
adapted to be connected to the lower end of a 
drill pipe, a drill bit assembly suspended from 
the body and capable of a limited universal move 
ment relative thereto, an extension on the assem bly projecting upwardly into the body, an actu 
ator within the body adapted to move downward 
ly into engagement and to co-act with the ex 
tension to swing or deflect the assembly relative 
to the body, and gravity operated means for Ori 
enting the actuator to effect deflection of the 
assembly in a predetermined direction with re 
spect to the oriented actuator. 

14. A well bore deflecting tool including, a 
body adapted to be connected to the lower end of , 
a drill pipe, a drill bit assembly suspended from 
the body and capable of a limited universal 
movement relative thereto, an extension on the 
assembly projecting upwardly into the body, a 
plumb bob within the body above the extension 
and arranged to swing toward the low side of the 
well bore, and means for moving the plumb bob 
downwardly into engagement With the extension 
to swing the same and thereby swing or deflect 
the assembly in a predetermined known direction 
relative to the plumb bob and with respect to the 
low side of the well bore. 

15. A well bore deflecting tool including, a 
body adapted to be connected to the lower end 
of a drill pipe, a drill bit assembly suspended 
from the body and capable of a limited universal 
movement relative thereto, the upper end of said 
assembly extending into the body, a deflecting 
shoe extending radially within the body arranged 
to be moved downwardly into engagement with 
the upper end of the assembly to deflect the 
same, and gravity controlled means for orienting 
said shoe prior to its engagement with the aSSem 
bly, whereby said assembly is deflected in accord 
ance with the position of the oriented shoe. 

16. An orienting apparatus for well devices in 
cluding, a body adapted to be connected to the 
lower end of a well pipe, a well device suspended 
from the body and capable of a universal move 
ment relative thereto, means movable longitudi 
nally within the body relative to the well device, 
and a self-orienting deflecting member attached 
to the movable means and arranged to engage the 
well device at one-radial point to effect deflection 
of said well device. . . . . 

EONDAS C. M.R. 


